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Samurai for a day!
On September the 8th 2015, all the grade 5/6s were Samurai for a day. We did lots of fun samurai games such as egg and spoon racing, which I did being Mikko from Samurai Kids the book we were reading. There were also blind games where someone had to direct a teammate blindfolded to pick up pieces of paper, in our group Ty and Mark T did it, with Ty blinded and Mark directing. We also did balancing on one foot, Dante went to do that one for our group since he had a broken leg for a while and got very used to standing on one leg. We also did a chopstick race which was firstly going to be James but he didn’t know how to use chopsticks, so we decided to put in Tommy. We did a maze and we sent in Anand. The last activity was a wheelbarrow race and we had James and Jasper in, we had to win that race and we would win the tournament. We ended up winning and the team dragons were the champions! All the dragons got a prize and everyone had tons and tons of fun! Even the teachers were going a while back to when they were kids to have some fun!!!!

Face painting
On Tuesday the 8th of August, all of the grade 5/6s made some origami cranes, and got our face painted. Tommy, Ben, James and myself were geisha girls just for a bit of fun.

Chef Lachy
We also cooked some Vietnamese rice paper rolls. It was very hard to grate the carrot knowing that I had no background knowledge in the kitchen, so Jacob and I swapped and I started chopping up zucchini. I didn't like the rice paper rolls so I gave it to Jack J.

Bollywood for days
Next we did Bollywood dancing. We had to choose between 2 spectacular Indian songs. Tommy and I were loving it we were in the front row and dancing like there was no tomorrow.

Art
In art we made little bits and pieces to make a big Chinese dragon which is hanging from the hallway roof now!